
 

Thoughtful Questions – Book 2 

Intermezzo and Chapter 12 – Part I 

Vivien does not want to share with her mother her true feelings about G.  What makes her reluctant to 
share?  - - Why do we hide what we may most desire?  If we say nothing to anyone, aren’t we leaving it 
to others’ psychic abilities to help us reach what we want out of life?  Is that unrealistic, shy/modest, or 
just plain foolish? 

Gregory both berates himself for blurting out his true wish to court Vivien, and at the same time he 
refuses to confront head-on that there is no easy way forward for the two of them.  - - When are we too 
hard on ourselves?  When do we fail to look at situations realistically?  How might this sow the seeds of 
future problems for us?  In such situations that have already happened to us, what might we now do 
differently? 

Gregory is intimidated by Anastasia, whom does not particularly care for, yet he also finds that having 
her attention soothes his hesitant self-esteem.  - - Do we ever feel threatened by others?  Do we ever 
seek to impress others as a way to regain our control of the situation?  Why do we sometimes put so 
much stock in the opinion of other people of whom we do not in fact think very highly? 

Gregory seems to think that ogling beautiful women is acceptable if they seem to be putting it on display 
anyways.  At a later point, he even refers to some women as outright predatory.  Is it alright to ogle 
Anastasia since she seems to be OK with it?  - - Is this tolerance of ogling a view that we are still 
comfortable with as a society?  Should we be?  Might the more revealing way that women now dress be 
tied to their increased comfort in appearing as they wish, without the risk of ogling? 

 

Chapter 13 

Declarations of love can be as incredibly awkward as they are intimate.  Who did a better job with the 
declaration of love:  Gregory or Frank?  - - How real is the fear of rejection?  Do we ever outgrow it?  If 
we knew that the other person felt the same fear, what could we do to reach out and allay it? 

Gregory invites Vivien to the opera.  She has never been to see an opera before and is reluctant to 
attend but agrees to go with him.  - - When is a time that love has opened our minds and made us take 
risks?  What did we try upon another’s encouragement?  Did it end up in regret or in a great new 
experience? 

In the story of Tristan and Isolde, was it right for Isolde, betrothed to another, to drink a love potion with 
a man she knew could never become her husband?  Did she have the right to sentence not just herself 
but also her future husband to a life of unhappiness?  Did she really have a choice, or does love justify 
such an action?  - - Is sacrificing our own happiness a suitable thing to do in the name of love?  Where 
does the longing for love end and selfishness begin?  Can we even hope to know, in the passion of the 
moment?  Where does our moral responsibility lie? 



 

 

Chapter 14 

Aristotle described friendship as a single soul dwelling in two bodies.  Like many idealized notions, this 
elevated definition may inspire and may set the bar too high when measuring real-life friendships, 
causing people to think they have no true friends.  - - Do we have any real-life friendships that meet this 
elevated definition?  Do we think it is realistic?  Does it inspire us or bring us down? 

Wolf calls Cyrano “Schmaltz” – emotional bombast, showing a level of exaggerated expression of feeling 
that is out of touch with what can be encountered in the real world.  - - When we read romance novels 
or watch exciting action movies, is it perhaps a bit similar?  Which of our emotional cravings do these 
entertainments satisfy?  Do they really satisfy?  What is the greatest part of the content of our 
entertainment diet?  How often are we left feeling truly fulfilled? 

When the Mullins, Vivien, and Vivien’s mother sit down to lunch, Gregory’s habits make him a very 
visually obvious outsider since he does not eat.  Vivien compassionately attempts to draw him in and 
make him feel included.  - - What more subtle cultural or emotional differences can make us feel 
similarly, as if everyone around us was part of something and we are just onlookers?  Might depression 
have a similar effect on people?  What can we do in such situations to come to our own aid, as it where, 
and to put ourselves more at ease?  What can we do for someone else that we suspect might be in a 
similar situation? 

So much of desire is visual.  Vivien is never described in very much detail, but it is obvious that beauty-
obsessed Gregory finds her stunning.  Gregory is so beautiful, he cannot go out in public without causing 
a stir wherever he goes.  Beauty, its inspiring allure and its potential deceptions, is a key theme of the 
book.  - - How does beauty, like alcohol, inebriate our senses and impair our judgment?  Do we think of 
ourselves as very susceptible to it, or do we believe we are wiser and more immune to beauty?  Have we 
ever found ourselves treating a beautiful person differently than we treat other people around us?  Does 
this bias, multiplied across the many people a beautiful individual comes into contact with, give a 
beautiful individual an edge in life?  To what extent might that edge be eroded by additional risks that 
less beautiful people do not have to bear? 

Gregory makes many excuses for himself, from not being good at manual labor to not being able to so 
much as sew on a button or water plants.  - - What excuses do we make for ourselves?  Can we see how 
they weaken us and erode our potential as people?  Even without changing the actions or the skillset, 
how can a mindset change be made?  Even just mentally, can it make a difference in the quality of our 
lives?  What is keeping us from putting our excuses aside? 

Vivien argues that she is not that much younger than Gregory because eleven years is not such a long 
time.  Gregory, however, knows what those years (and perhaps also many more) may have been filled 
with, and he knows that their age gap is far wider than mere simple arithmetic may suggest.  - - As we 
grow older and realize how many more experiences we have had than have our younger friends, how 
does it change our view of them?  In what situations have we been the older one and have felt the 



 

weight of the years?  Does an age gap only cause divides, or can it also let us more uniquely connect with 
someone?  As perhaps in parenting, can it help us feel and even stronger, purer, and more selfless love? 

 

Chapter 15 

Secret-keeping is a big theme of Books 1 and 2.  In this chapter, Vivien discovers a secret about Gregory 
that he was not eager to have known, namely his great wealth.  - - When we discover a secret about 
someone else, what power does it give us?  What additional responsibility of care does it give us?  What 
was a time when one of our own secrets got loose, and how did it make us feel?  If the discovery of 
secrets can ultimately be freeing, can that knowledge help us get through the initial difficult time that 
can arise when a secret is first revealed? 

Vivien does not believe that Gregory cannot recall where he went to school.  She is convinced he is 
holding out on her, and she cannot understand why.  The question seems so small and inconsequential.  
If he will lie and deceive in such small things, how can she trust him in bigger things?  - - How can even 
small untruths snag the fabric of relationships?  When have we felt the first tinge of suspicion in another 
person because of a small untruth?  Have there been times when we can recall a minor violation of trust 
being the precursor of a larger subsequent unravelling of the relationship?  Because human nature is like 
this – easily hurt – what burden of honesty does this place upon us in our lives? 

Vivien and Nadine scheme for how to dress like older women do, so that they will be more eye-catching 
to men.  As quickly becomes apparent, they are also embarrassed by dressing revealingly and are not 
entirely sure they really want such male attention.  It is a dilemma that most teenage girls have come 
face to face with.  - - When do we act in ways that are counter to what we are really comfortable with, 
deep inside?  Who is forcing us to do what is uncomfortable?  How can we recognize the problem and act 
differently, to break the bad pattern? 

When Vivien hears of Gregory walking out of the theater with a beautiful stranger, she learns about the 
tenuousness of trust in love.  Why is Gregory walking around with another woman?  Has he rejected 
Vivien?  Is he doing it behind her back?  Was he ever going to tell her about it?  - - How are passionate 
love relationships perhaps even more susceptible to mistrust than are other relationships?  Is there irony 
here?  If these are the most fragile of relationships, what are the implications for us?  To never love?  To 
love cautiously?  To communicate as openly as we can?  To give others the benefit of the doubt? 

 

Chapter 16 

When Gregory complains that Vivien wants him both pure (towards other women) as well as full of lusty 
desires (presumably only toward her), he is expressing a similar yes / no dynamic as when Vivien wants 
to dress provocatively while at the same time not really wanting to attract undue male attention.  Is he 
right to point out that she is being unrealistic?  - - What fuels these double standards?  How are all of 
these conflicted-desire setups unfair to both men and women?  Can we refuse to play these games, or 



 

does our underlying biology doom us?  Is it perhaps only possible to successfully rise above these 
challenges once we are older? 

Gregory sees that Vivien is deeply unhappy, and he asks uncertainly what he should do for her.  She 
wails “If you loved me, you would know.”  Should Gregory really be expected to know?  If he doesn’t 
know, is it a sign that his love for Vivien is weak?  - - When are we like that in our own lives – 
unreasonable, childish and emotionally needy like Vivien is in this rare moment?  Must we criticize 
ourselves for these times, or can we also tolerantly give ourselves some grace?  What can we do to care 
for ourselves when we find ourselves feeling similarly? 

Gregory admires Vivien’s physical grace while dancing.  Is this lust, or a more elevated and noble 
response to beauty?  Are we as creatures hardwired for both?  - - When we emphasize physical 
attributes and beauty above spiritual attributes – or when we imagine spiritual attributes to 
automatically accompany physical beauty – what are we putting at risk?  Much of beauty is seen at the 
glossy surface.  By focusing on it unduly, how are we potentially impoverishing our understanding of the 
true depths of things? 

Following a long-established habit of his, Gregory dresses with great care for a formal evening out.  A 
significant part of this ritual for him is tied to disguise and a desire to hide his true vulnerability before 
going out in public.  - - What are our own habits of disguise?  What do we do to hide our vulnerabilities?  
Do we wear cosmetics?  Do we spend a long time styling our hair?  Do we speak in a certain way, use 
certain slang to appear tough or in touch with the culture of the moment?  When we look out at the 
world, can we recognize the disguises of others?  Can we gently forgive others that they imagine they 
need them?  What help are such disguises?  What harm might they cause? 

Before driving off to the historic ball, Gregory places a tiara atop Vivien’s head, a kind of echo of the 
Catholic tradition of the May crowning of the statue of the Virgin Mary, and the ultimate symbolic 
gesture of the pedestal he is placing Vivien on.  As Wolf points out later, might this perhaps not be an 
entirely good idea?  - - Is any adolescent girl going to be able to live up to the ideal of a goddess?  Whose 
fault will it be if she fails?  Hers or the person who insisted on idolizing her?  What failings of ours may 
make us likewise willing to give a part of our own self-sufficiency and self-respect over to an idol (be it a 
person, an idea, a goal or ambition, or otherwise)?  Who or what have we idolized in the past, and how 
has it served us? 

 

Chapter 17 

Gregory confronts Vivien harshly in the wake of her promiscuous blouse disaster.  Is it sexist of him to 
make the remarks that he does?  What deeper truths drive his harshness with her?  Is he attempting to 
disguise his own mistrust of himself?  Is that fair to her?  - - There are cultures where men expect their 
women to always be demurely dressed.  What does this kind of cultural standard simplify?  What does 
this sweep under the rug?  Can society’s mores help and make the dilemma of women’s garment choices 
easier on both genders?  What is the best outcome here?  Can there be a “happy medium”? 



 

New love makes Vivien want to live in a world with only Gregory in it, instead of being with her family 
and friends.  - - How do these opposing forces – love opening us up to another person, and love closing us 
off from others – end up resolving over time?  Does it get easier to balance these forces when love 
happens to us when we are older and more mature? 

Vivien breaks into Gregory’s apartment when he is not at home, reads his private journal, and looks into 
his bedroom.  What deep doubts, fears, and mistrust does this reveal in her?  Can we forgive her these 
actions?  - - What are the transgressions that we have committed that have been driven more by our 
own vulnerabilities than by our immorality?  Does this excuse the transgressions themselves? 

Vivien’s desires and Gregory’s inability to confront them or to assuage them comes to a head during the 
awkward night at Gregory’s apartment.  Without really resolving any of their differences, they do finally 
succeed in coming to a tenderness beyond desires.  Does reaching this calm point together help their 
relationship, at least temporarily?  Does it mean they will not ultimately have to face their differences?  
How is their peaceful emotional destination like meditation?  - - Can we also reach a momentary calm 
and accepting place in our lives, beyond the reach of our many troubles, even though we have not yet 
been able to come up with a solution for them all?  Can it perhaps help us to get the strength to better 
face our problems eventually? 

 

Chapter 18 

Vivien goes home feeling that she has won a kind of victory, but Gregory knows that his lack of honesty 
with Vivien will come to haunt them both.  He realizes that he does not know of a way out of his 
troubles.  - - When have our past actions or inactions come to haunt us, and were we really as powerless 
to act as we then believed?  Was pouring ourselves a bourbon or sinking into a hot bath really the best 
we could have done?  What prevented us from doing the right thing?  Do we think we could be stronger 
the next time? 

Gregory is revealed as a rule-follower when he promises to wash Wolf’s store windows daily and then 
follows through on it, even though he knows it’s unnecessary.  He tells himself it is his loyalty that is 
making him do it, but what other reasons might there be?  Might it be superstition? Lack of willingness 
to think for himself? Foolish pride?  - - In our own lives, how to we balance our respect for rules with our 
obligation to be self-responsible and to think for ourselves?  When have we erred too much on the one or 
the other side of the equation?  If some people tend to fall more toward rule-following and others 
toward rule-breaking, where do we place ourselves?  What biases do rule-followers have of rule-breakers 
and vice-versa?  How can we begin to see this topic with more balance? 

Vivien points out that most of her relationship with Gregory has been on his terms, filled with his 
interests, and organized with the events and trips he has designed.  Is this accusation strictly true?  
Where he has led the relationship, was it perhaps predominantly because of his older age?  Because he 
was pushy and inflexible?  Or perhaps also because he was too cautious and tightly closed off to allow 
others to have more impact on his own life?  - - Do we likewise sometimes impoverish our relationships 



 

by not letting others bring more of their worlds to us?  Where could we be more open?  Was it easier to 
be more open when we were younger?  What made it so?  How can we get some of that back?  What 
might we gain as a result? 

Gregory wants to be the polite, impossibly perfected man that he can pretend to be during brief formal 
visits.  He is clearly not proud of the flawed man that he really is.  Is it his fault that he is not flawless?  
Intellectually, he must realize that no one is flawless.  Where is the gap between that theoretical 
understanding and the real ability to forgive oneself one’s actual shortcomings?  - - Do we also find that 
formal situations like our jobs or perhaps social gatherings are in some ways easier and more satisfying 
than the deeper, more intimate, and more emotionally messy reality of our life with our family 
members?  Have we gone out into formal situations with our partners, spouses, and children and seen 
shiny, new, and attractive sides of them that we do not seem to be able to experience with them at 
home?  Why is this?  Where is the ideal balance between being more polite in all aspects of our lives, and 
at the same time being more genuine?  Are the two inherently conflicting? 

It is not a great surprise to learn that Gregory can cry himself almost comatose.  How does his glass-half-
empty view of life, his weak sense of self-preservation, and his poorly controlled emotional life combine 
to make him susceptible to this deep emotional self-harm?  Is he to be entirely blamed, or might there 
be forces at work that contribute to make his situation such as it is?  - - Mental illness is increasingly 
being recognized for the complex ailment that it is, with much of its destructive force beyond the 
individual’s control.  How can we best think of mental illness in others, so that it expands our 
understanding and compassion for them?  How can we most helpfully think of it in our own lives (if that 
is our reality) so that we do not imagine ourselves entirely powerless against its negative energy? 

After their argument, Gregory buys Vivien a bouquet of such massive proportions, one possible 
interpretation is that he is trying to guilt Vivien into apologizing for her behavior toward him.  Vivien 
interprets it this way and pushes back with force.  Gregory then explains that they are anniversary 
flowers – but is that the only truth?  - - Have we ever done something similar and tried to create a sense 
of guilt or obligation in another person with a gift?  How does this kind of behavior degrade us as 
people?  What lies do we tell ourselves to justify our more selfish “gifts”? 

 

Chapter 19 

Heartache and the rebound are lessons that many people get the opportunity to learn, and that Vivien 
has to learn as part of falling in love and growing up.  How is it that she falls so easily victim to Chip?  Do 
we hold it against her, or can we also sympathize with her?  - - What inebriated, imbalanced people are 
we when we are emotionally injured, so that then we fall so readily victim to the rebound relationship?  
What return to completeness does the rebound seem to promise us?  Could we not have become 
complete again without a new person coming on the scene?  What could we do to return ourselves to 
completeness on our own strength?  Do spiritually-minded people have a potential advantage here, 
having a potential third source of help to draw upon (others, self, God)? 



 

Chip uses flattery, a quick wit, and his exotic origins to craft a pleasing image of himself in the minds of 
others.  He speaks of Sheffield as a place of great refinement, suggesting some of it wore off on him.  He 
manages to convey a sense of career ambition without ever really explaining what it is that he does for a 
living.  He gives the impression that all tasks come to him easily, and that success clings to his heels.  Is 
this true?  How successful is he really?  What is he prepared to do for that success?  Evaluated as a 
candidate for hiring, would we think him likely to be hardworking and honest?  Gregory also makes 
himself seem better than he is, but it is different.  How is he different?  Which of the two is more 
manipulative?  - - When have we intentionally tried to make ourselves seem and sound better than we 
really area?  Which part of it is manipulative, which part may be driven from self-doubt, and which part 
from a kind of “fake it ‘til you make it” determined mindset?  Where do we fall on the Chip-vs.-Gregory 
manipulation continuum? 

Vivien walks out of the café and into the street on Chip’s arm.  It was not intentionally done, but she has 
the sudden mature self-awareness and insight that this must now look to others exactly the way that 
Gregory walking out of the theater with Anastasia had looked.  - - How is it when we realize that we are 
doing the exact same thing that we have mercilessly gone after another person for?  How humbling does 
it feel when “the shoe is on the other foot”, as the expression goes?  How does our ability to have such 
insight help us to grow as people?  Are there things we can do to better develop our inner capacity for 
such insights? 

Chip kisses Vivien for the first time although he suspects she is slightly inebriated at the time.  As 
Gregory has exemplified, society used to hold men to a higher standard of restraint towards women.  
Was that restraint justified? Helpful? Sexist?  - - How do we believe that men ought to treat women 
today?  Is it different from how women ought to treat men?  As we have evolved as a society, what have 
we lost in gender relations?  What has been valuably gained, if anything? 

 

Chapter 20 

As his own unhappiness pushes him to the wall, Gregory asks one of life’s Big Questions:  “Why do we 
keep going on?”  He seems to suggest that if only he could have checked the boxes on more life 
achievements (a wife, family, children, perhaps progress in a chosen profession), that may have been 
enough reason to go on, but Wolf stops him and says that this alone would never have been enough 
since Gregory’s spirit is too restless to be satisfied with small day-to-day realities alone.  Is this true, or is 
Wolf saying it only as a criticism of Gregory’s flightiness?  - - How often have we asked this same 
question of ourselves?  How might our answer be forced to change if we had a far longer lifespan to look 
forward to, and more time to fill?  Are our life actions driven primarily by purpose or by inertia – or at 
times one and then the other?  Inertia can perhaps seem to suffice in a short life, but if we are honest 
with ourselves, don’t we really hunger for a meaningful life purpose? 

Wolf is extremely cynical of organized religion, to the point where it has made him unwilling to seriously 
consider any elements of spirituality as valid or useful.  Might his view create any drawbacks for him?  - - 
Do we know people – or have we ourselves perhaps – been made skeptical of all spiritual matters 



 

because of a poor experience with Church?  How might our modern day and age allow us to rectify that, 
more than ever before, through giving us more choices and paths to faith?  Has the internet thrown open 
the doors on spirituality or is it contributing to the weakening of spirituality – or both? 

Wolf recommends flexibility to Gregory, suggesting that all early marriages are founded on compromise.  
Although his view is realistic, it leaves little room for romantic notions of magical (spiritual?) 
compatibility.  Gregory’s personality type finds compromise in passionate relationships anathema, and 
young Vivien will turn out to have little appetite for compromise either; what young person wants to 
admit that it will not in fact be possible to “have it all”?  - - How does being a romantic hinder a person in 
a love relationship?  Can it also in some ways be helpful?  What emotional compromises have we had to 
make in our lives?  Have they made us better as people? 

 

Chapter 21 

Two people can be in the same conversation but can take away two very different meanings from it.  
Gregory is relieved that Vivien does not try to hide that she has moved on from their relationship.  
Vivien inaccurately interprets his relief as evidence that he is glad to be rid of her.  - - How imperfect of a 
tool is human communication, and how often do we suffer over it or cause others to suffer?  Whose fault 
is the imperfection of language?  If we accept verbal language and even body language as imperfect and 
flawed, what additional burden of care does it put on us to communicate with others with greater care 
and compassion? 

Vivien handles Gregory’s embarrassing, perhaps even partly vengeful marriage proposal with surprising 
maturity, but she is clearly not ready to give it all up for love.  She does not deny her connection with 
Gregory, but she also very much wants the joys and successes of this life:  a real husband and children 
and a family household and a house and a garden and so many other worldly things.  She is young and 
her view is entirely understandable, but how might turning her back on their connection compare to 
receiving a spiritual “calling” but denying it and instead choosing to check all of the boxes of what makes 
for an outwardly successful life?  - - Do we also do this sometimes, choose what will show everyone else 
that we are successful rather than listening to the inner promptings of our heart?  If we later are 
unhappy, do we admit to ourselves that we knowingly took a different turn?   Does it get easier to be 
more honest with ourselves as we get older, and to choose the “real” thing more of the time?  If yes, is 
that because we are wiser or because we have already gotten many of those worldly successes and 
found them lacking?  Or is all wisdom ultimately rooted in disappointment with less wise alternatives? 

When Vivien makes the unrealistic request that Gregory remain in her life although Chip will also stay on 
the scene, Gregory agrees.  He jumps with relish into the impossible task of loving without any jealousy.  
Might this not be exactly the kind of self-abusing “sacrifice” that he finds so irresistible?  Is this a task for 
a chivalrous knight from an earlier age, or is it a fool’s errand?  - - Have we at times also, in our own self-
justified pride and our eagerness to prove our worth, tied ourselves to impossible commitments that then 
have led to our injury?  How can we recognize these types of situations quicker in future and hold 
ourselves only to outcomes that we will be able to deliver on?  When we see damage and erosion begin 



 

to happen to us, can we have the maturity and presence of mind to reverse course and to not see that as 
weakness but rather as courage and strength? 

Chip’s selfishness and obliviousness to morality makes him well suited to a quick upward climb.  He also 
exhibits a willingness to take bold risks such as emigrate to a new country.  How has his character type 
contributed to the building of an immigrant-built nation like American?  How has it perhaps contributed 
to the weaknesses and pitfalls in American culture?  - - Have we ever found ourselves at points in our 
lives where we let our ambitions drive us?  Globally we now are facing environmental challenges; might 
these have been caused by ambition driving out other considerations?  Can you think of other examples?  
How can we put a pause on our own ambitions and consider things more extensively and from a more 
balanced perspective before charging into action? 

 

Chapter 22 

Gregory’s friends come together and create makeshift work to keep him busy, all with the goal of 
reducing his heartache.  Does it help?  - - Are there times when we, too, retreat into our jobs and 
obligations in order to dull our own emotional pain?  Is this helpful or harmful or a bit of both?  Does our 
overwork create its own emotional pain?  As a society, are we lonely because we are overworked, or is it 
the other way around? 

Gregory goes out of his way to bring Vivien an apple, only for her to tell him that she prefers apples in 
another type.  Is it reasonable that Gregory is upset by this?  Should he have been so?  - - Have we also, 
through our own small rejections and insensitivities, needlessly injured those who have tried to show us 
kindness?  What could we do to soften our response and be more aware of our impact on others before 
we reject an act of kindness? 

The inevitable tension caused by Gregory and Vivien’s unreasonable predicament explodes at last in the 
fight about war, where Gregory is unable to defend himself and point to his past heroism as he would so 
much want to do in front of Vivien.  How does this situation show Gregory both at his noblest and at his 
most unreasonably impassioned?  - - How would it feel to be accused and to not be able to defend 
yourself because the truth couldn’t be revealed?  When have you felt that your hands were tied or 
couldn’t properly get your point of view across to another?  How did it feel? 

Ferdinand is a charming rascal but clearly a few notches higher morally than Chip.  Is Ferdinand’s 
treatment of women modern? Light-hearted? Callous and insensitive? Disrespectful?  Would this 
behavior have been judged differently in the past than today?  How many young men still live like this, 
moving on from woman to woman?  What might these persons be looking for?  - - Have we ever moved 
from relationship to relationship in search of something elusive?  How did that work out for us? 

Wolf’s Tarock game and Ferdinand’s toying with his food are both imaginative solutions to a 
replacement for earlier human social habits.  Which is more successful?  What other potential 
alternatives could they have explored?  Why does Gregory not have such a social habit solution of his 



 

own – or does he, in the form of drink?  - - Which of our mortal daily habits would we most miss if it 
vanished on us, and how would we adapt?  How dependent are we on these core elements of our animal 
natures? 

Wolf is well-adapted to extreme longevity because he is emotionally cool, rational, and occupied daily 
with his intellectual interests and the running of his store.  Similarly, Ferdinand has his map-making.  
Why do Gregory’s habits not seem to serve him in the same helpful and stabilizing way?  - - What habits 
and strengths do we believe we have that would make an unusually long life work well for us?  What 
might be our downfalls? 

The severity with which Vivien’s mother finally throws Gregory out is meant to be shocking.  Was it right 
for him to be treated in such a way by someone who has been the recipient of his frequent kindness and 
generosity?  Was Gregory not aware that the relationship had been built on manipulation from the start, 
and in some sense he is now getting his just desserts?  - - Have we been in situations where we have 
turned away from someone who has been generous to us?  What drove our seeming cruelty?  Was it only 
our unkindness and ingratitude, or might things have been more complex?  On the flip side, have we had 
Gregory’s experience, where others turned away from us despite all we did for them?  How did we deal 
with the seeming injustice of it?  Considered from that flip side, was it not harder to appreciate that 
there might have been more complexity of motive? 

 

Chapter 23 

Chip strongarms Vivien into accepting his quick proposal of marriage, which then paves the way to his 
making inroads with her in areas of intimacy.  Why was she so ready to accede to his wishes?  - - When 
have we found ourselves pressured into quickly agreeing to something that did not turn out to be in our 
best interests?  How can slowing down and becoming aware of the pressure being put on us help us to 
make different decisions?  Is it possible to do so when young, or is this only something that becomes 
possible when we are older and wiser? 

Vivien’s mother explains that, now that Vivien is engaged, it is time to grow up and to drop all 
friendships with other men.  Must Vivien really give up her friendship with Gregory in order to secure 
her marriage?  Is it a reasonable request?  Is it realistic?  Friendships between men and women can be 
challenging, as they can bring into play complexities of desire and jealousy.  Can they also create unique 
friendships? - - Have you had a close relationship with someone of the opposite gender?  What 
challenges arose?  Has our modern day and age made these kinds of relationships easier to have? 

Vivien chides Chip for chipping away at the veneer of courtship and asking her to darn the rips in his 
clothing.  - - What is it that women look for in the courtship phase?  In what ways is that phase a 
suspension of reality?  What are the benefits of courtship to both men and women?  Do we still need 
courtship today? 



 

Under speed and pressure from Chip, Vivien surrenders much of her physical innocence to Chip before 
their wedding, when she belatedly realizes that she has thereby given away her option to reconsider the 
relationship.  - - In this more modern time, is there still a need for a phase of increased protection for 
women to make up their minds prior to physical commitment?  Do women need more such protections 
than do men?  How might men also benefit from not being able to take the relationship straight to 
physical fulfillment? 

Vivien is shocked (as should the reader be) to find her hero, Gregory, sitting inebriated in a public bar 
and surrounded by women of dubious repute.  Chip is quick to take advantage of the situation for his 
own gain.  What hurts more:  the jealousy at the other women, or finding her idol so far fallen from 
grace?  - - How has it felt when people or institutions that we have looked up to (such as the Catholic 
Church, perhaps, in the recent sex abuse scandals) have failed our expectations?  Doesn’t everyone have 
the right to be fallible?  Might our hurt sometimes be out of proportion with what we could reasonably 
have expected?  What really fuels our resentment? 

Chip now admits that his old hometown, which he had previously talked up as a place of great 
refinement, was really “an armpit”.  Vivien has no reason to have any strong feelings on Sheffield either 
way, but this about-face injures her although she says nothing.  How is the situation similar to when 
Gregory refused to tell her where he went to school as a boy?  How is it different?  - -  How do we react 
at signals that others may be being duplicitous with us?  Do we call them out on it, or do we just note it 
down mentally among our list of injuries and grudges?  What is the most mature way to handle being 
lied to by someone else? 

Gregory wrote bitterly about how Vivien left him sitting on a park bench and missed their planned 
appointment.  He did not imagine that she may not have been able to get away or that she could be 
going through sufferings of her own.  What keeps him from realizing that it was not meant as a slight 
against him?  - - How often do we see and feel our own hurts without understanding the other person’s 
situation, and that in their only seeming rejection of us they meant no harm?   

Why does Vivien go through with it and marry Chip?  Can she truly not see that he is a bad choice for 
her?  - - In our own lives, is it always easy to see when we are making a bad choice and when we are 
making a good one?  Why did we double down on some of our most regrettable mistakes?  What have 
we learned from them? 

 

Chapter 24 

Gregory searches his mirror for signs of wrinkles, but he finds none.  Is his non-aging only a positive 
thing to him, or also something frightening?  - - To what extent do we see our own gradual changing and 
aging?  What if we never aged but those around us did?  Would it be a blessing or a curse? 

Gregory reaches the point along his emotional abuse journey (much of it self-inflicted) that he realizes 
that he has had enough.  There is huge power in such a realization.  It can create opportunity for things 



 

to finally change and even improve.  Is Gregory aware when he makes his wish what the implications 
could be, and that they might include things he is not ready to face?  - - In what situations have we 
likewise felt that we have had enough?  What action or breakthrough did it lead to?  Did we have to go 
through worse times before we at last got to a better situation?  When things do resolve, isn’t it very 
often at least partly freeing? 

What did it mean for Gregory, sensitive and lonely as he was, to enter into a friendship with the 
Prevettes, and how much were his own social anxieties justified given the treatment he ultimately 
received from them?  Was this the right lesson to take away from his experience?  - - How have our 
social injuries reinforced our own insecurities and fears?  What can we do to fight against this seeming 
logic? 

While Gregory has been unhappily loving Vivien, Wolf has in his own way been loving Gregory.  How is it 
that Gregory has never realized this?  Or has he realized it but he just took Wolf’s friendship and care as 
a given, something to which he was entitled?  - - Has it happened to us that, caught up in our own 
emotions and troubles, we have underestimated or ignored the sentiments of those who care for us?  
How can it help to put our own sufferings into proportion, to remember that others also love and also 
feel and also suffer, as we do? 

To take up Vivien’s practical observation, was Cyrano a romantic hero or was he an idiot?  Is there a 
meaningful difference between the two?  :-) Whose fault was it that Cyrano did not get his Roxane?  
Was it not also in part Roxane’s fault?  - - Have we ever found ourselves, like Cyrano or like Gregory, 
eager to suffer over love?  What did we think we were going to prove?  Where could such a seemingly 
irrational longing come from?  How did it turn out for us?  What would it take for us to give up on 
unhappy love for once and for all? 

Wolf cynically states that loving someone and having someone love you are two unrelated phenomena.  
Is this really true?  If everyone is out there looking for something for oneself, who is out there to give 
what we all hope to receive?  - - In loving God and having Him love us, would it be possible that the 
concept of loving and being loved could for once be entirely in unison?  Would this not be the ultimate 
perfection of love? 

Gregory’s depression gets him to a point where he believes no one in existence cares for him.  He has to 
relearn his trust in others and rediscover their care for him.  What does his good-bye with the Mullins 
reveal to him?  How well have they in fact come to know him?  - - Have we ever had a similar experience 
where our own worlds shrank until we could get our own feet back under us and see that there are 
always people who do care what becomes of us?  After deep emotional injury, how can we more 
effectively rebuild and rediscover our past friendships with others? 


